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HATONN/ATON

WEDNESDAY
Hatonn present in Radiance. First
we have a personal response to
W.B. (Burbank).

no

I hope you can understand that this
is not a “yes” or “no” inquiry.
Each entity is as precious and
wondrous as its individuality.
I
can only give you guidelines by
which to measure a decision of this
magnitude.
Is the “SOUL” present? Be careful
as to HOW you answer that! The
one most closely attached, or several, must be QUIET and commune silently with that being--I do
not speak of the “body”--1 speak of
the KNOWING which comes
WITHIN.
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A WEARY EXISTENCE IN PAIN
AND PRISON.
Next, look at where the expansion/compression portion of the cycle IS. If the being has productive
years ahead and has experienced a
to produce a thing in
life-stream of conscious hysical-evaluate whether or not f amage is
such as to disallow “probable”
recovery.
For instance, after
trauma through accident, there is a
period of time wherein the body
often functions in “motor” response to all&w healing--in coma.
But this is usual1 on1 until the
body recovers su 8.tcientYy to operate on its own. Once the allowed
time is long enough and there is no
sign of desire to “come back”, you
must accept that the Soul has made
its decision and is only in partial
attendance until the human expression and loved ones are READY to
release it.

an
---,

When trapped in a situation of inability to sever the “cord” the Soul
will usually stand guard over the
body and “visit” it occasionally.
Sometimes it departs and never
even comes within the house again.
If the person is lucid, even a portion of the time--LISTEN TO
. - - - _- IT ASKS FROM ITS
WHAT
SOUL LEVEL--TO CLING A BIT
LONGER OR FOR RELEASE.
Then, it must be faced--decide
whether it is the “living” loved
ones, the physician, who is handsomelv paid for the services of
prolonged agony and imprisonment
of a Soul, or the NEED OF THE
BEING TO REMAIN.
THERE
ARE SIGNS.

and

a

So

and

bod

and

Now, ou must look at the disease. Js it tumorous, is it accidental head injury that may have actually destroyed a portion of the
brain tissue, is it illness of the
physical due to aging and acquiring
the time of natural physical cycle
change? In other words, evaluate
the circumstance. The physician’s
input is valuable but should not be
the deciding factor.
Life support s stems in a hos ital
ARE NOT GO3b NOR THE S&L
BEING IN ACTION. THEY ARE
INVENTIONS OF “MAN” AND
ARE OFTEN USED TO BENEFIT
SOUL
EVOLVEMENT-MOSTLY USED TO PROLONG

8
Sou
5o

Once these guidelines have been
made in rational discourse then you
must go within and commune with
that Soul--and if you ask in sincerity unto God to sit with ou and
show you the way--Y0 d WILL
BE GIVEN TO KNOW THE
PREFERENCE OF THE BEING
INVOLVED.
.
1
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If mechanical means of sustaining a
bod function are NOT FOR THE
PU RPOSE OF ALLOWING TIME

#3

FOR THE HEALING IN ORDER
TO AGAIN FUNCTION IN THE
PHYSICAL FORMAT IN ORDER
TO HOUSE A FUNCTIONING
MIND THEN YOU ARE PROLONGING
THAT
WHICH
NOT YOURS
TO PROLONG.
and
a
and

These are circumstances which are the testing and
lessons of the relations. I trust I
give peace and not further confusion, but each instance holds it
own uni ue circumstance, therefore, AS iI and GOD WILL ALLOW Y&J TO KNOW THE
WAY.
MAN IN HIS OWN
LONELINESS
FEAR
AND
CLINGS TO THAT WHICH IS
NOT HIS TO HOLD, AND YOU
MIGHT PONDER A BIT OF
VERSE:

Moving on around you will find
“the heaviest inundations in living
memory” have hit four provinces
to the south and west of Phnom
Also Thailand and Laos
Penh.
have had severe flooding for hundreds of miles downstream along
the Mekong River in Cambodia.
How many of the POW’s do
think
oui good old buddies will
bring i ome from that area? The
rice harvest is lost and the rail
lines and roads devastated.
But not to be outdone, New Delhi,
Calcutta and other parts of northern India were devastated by fierce
rains that have swamped the cities
and flooded residential

areas.

Two

(a bit unusual??)
concomitant
storms moved ashore from the Bay
of Bengal.
IT BE A BEING--IT
WAS
NEVER YOURS TO HOLD AT
ALL--ONLY SHARE.

ho be It, tor the Light
awaits the taking that the path
might be illumind.
Adonai
Aton to clear. I answer in behalf
of Sananda and I appreciate the opportunity to so do.
912191 #2
MONDAY.
LABOR

you

(OR

THE

PHYSICIAN)

Blessings and peace be with you
for this came from a heart in pain
of indecision
If
come
such a circumstance with a loved
one.
The thing you must realize is that
to discontinue a life-su port system
AS
!!AME
IS
NOT
THE
EUTHANASIA

DAY

resent with the new
Hatonn
flashes oP the week: Mt. Pinatubo
still spews ash and metallic particles all over the globe now.
There are particles of gold and
other precious metals BUT, some
deadly ones as well--lithium,
chromium, copper, etc. It will be
safer to stop breathing, world.
Mt. Unzen of Japan is freshly
erupting and tremors are shaking
large parts of western Japan. Then
across the waves to Grand Cayman
Island--the earth is shaking and rattling.
Also along the Mexican
Oaxaca coast in the Nicobar Islands.

2
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Not to be outdone where there are
other possible POW and MIA’s-Korea--more than a hundred people
were left dead and thousands
homeless after widespread flooding
and wind damage across southeastern Korea.
Now to more unpleasant things:
Cholera bacteria has moved up into
the area of North American waters.
There comes no explanation of
how the germs reached the Gulf of
Mexico ‘o ster banks in Mobile
Bay. The 6 .S. Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta has no notion of
how or why but has warned against
eating the oysters which are widely
polluted. ‘I
In Bolivia, it is cor&med that
cholera has reached that countr
and people are rapidly becpming iY1
as the disease spreads.
Now, note that plutonium concentrations are now found in an area
near France’s nuclear
site
at Muruoa Atoll in the Sou tfi Pacific. NOT to worry they say because, they ‘I..can’t tell if it is new
contamination or ’ natural fallout’
from prior testing as well as
’ recent testing’. France
testing nuclear weapons at
ruoa
and ,nearby
Fongataufa
since m!
Still feel cuddly safe?

WHAT IS GOING ON
Al‘ EUW AKlX?
They are playing with this little
rocket-powered device designed to
#3

<

destroy nuclear missiles in space.
It went all of 13 feet into the air
and flew for 17 seconds during a
Star Wars program test, (officials
said--I do note that pictures you
were shown were taken some six
months past).
This little 23. g-pound, computerized projectile also locked in on a
simulated missile plume 100 yards
away, performed two lateral movements covering 20 feet and hovered
before dropping into a safety net,
officials reported.
The device, known as LEAP, for
Lightweight Exo-Atmospheric Projectile, is considered a

60
180

This is dubbed LEAP, I suppose in
honor of frogs--well, I note another
frog weapon which would be at
least as effective and a lot more
slippery for your enemy. You will
note that it is now emplo ed in
Iran. A very large army o 7
has invaded the Caspian Sea port
of Ghazian, overrunning streets
and hopping into houses. The Iranian news agent
reported that
they are from a 7ocal marsh that
has been flooded with the overflow
from nearby rivers. The area was
once the site of a plant that bred
and canned frogs for export, but it
was closed after the Islamic Revolution of 1979.
Here is another
good
one:
“Magellan Spacecraft Discovers
4,200-Mile Channel on Venus.”
They say that “The very existence
of such a long channel is a great
puzzle. If the long channel were
carved by something flowing on
the surface, the liquid must have
had unusual properties.” Brilliant!
You are in good hands, world!
Shorter channels have been seen on
many plains on other parts of
Venus, some of which terminate in
lava flows that suggest they were

carved out by lava from a volcanic
eruption. But it is said it is unlikely that lava, even at very high
temperatures, would have the very
high rate of flow needed to form
the newly discovered channel--No
similar channels are known to exist
on Earth, NASA said. Well, you
could not really see it very well because
of
“thick,
yellowish
clouds.. . . ‘I. Now do any of you
nice “channels” wish to debate
“life on Venus”, especially little
sojourns with space brothers of
some sort to visit relatives? The
only life forms on such a place as
Venus is from off-planet stationed
craft--some being almost as large
as the planet itself and es, containing very sophisticat edi “cities”.
The do not live ON Venus. The
” el1ow” clouds are vaporized sulpi:ur and it would give you a very
big poison headache for approximately six tenths of a second as
ou fry your little toes to a cinder.
1t is time you stop the nonsense
and deal with REALITY of the
Cosmic projections as they ARE!
Come back to Earth and deal with
your own reality--here is one,
taken totally at random: Phoenix,
AZ:
on a
a

a
a
a
and

on
an

Officer Gary Underhill noticed
something amiss when he bit into
his sandwich after leaving the fastfood restaurant Dec. 10 and went
back to arrest Kuehme.
Kuehme, 29, *will be
45

And for the bi gest LIE of the day:
“Kuwait Sin &s Iraqi Gunboat,
Seizes 46 Iraqi Soldiers in Gulf
Clash. ” I suppose the lie was too
much for even the press for they
spelled “soldier” as “Soliders’ .
Perhaps this is some amphibian
similar to frogs? Oh, by the way,
the reason that it wasn’t noted was
that the soliders were in “civilian
.
I
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“The only alternative to
guise”.
soldiers was that the men were
’ arms smugglers’.” Funny thing,
the only arms to smuggle at present
are from Israel. Oh sweet lullabies
of dream-land!
SOME HARD FACTS WHICH
(SOM??WHAT) TRUE

* Geor e Washington said: “It is
impossib Be to rightly govern the
world without God and the Bible.”
Your present government
and
courts ignore both!
* Bush recently approved another
$1.5 BILLION m guaranteed a ricultural loans to the USSR. Tf ey
will never be paid back so these
are US taxpayer funded GIFTS to
Gorby and Co. It’s your money-do you approve?
* It is now confirmed (5/3 l/91)
that Manual Noriega was a CIA
agent and helped conduct US intelligence operations. The CIA paid
him $200,000 a year for over ten
years.
* The U.S. (you) pays over $50
BILLION per year to defend
JAPAN.
* To date, the federal government has spent $47.5 million for
the Iran-Contra investigation and
rosecution
of
Ollie
North,
ii ichard Secord and others. The
office
of
Special
Prosecutor
Lawrence Walsh currently costs $1
million er month and in spite of
Ollie rsorth’fn conviction being
overturned
appeals courts,
Walsh plans to retry North.
Come-come, America, who is kidding who?
* The US Senate just voted itself
a $23,200 pay raise--bringing annual salaries to $125,100.
This
was done in the night with bare1
any dissenters. Could it not wor iz
better if you abolished completely,
the Senators’ salaries? It appears
to me that you pay handsomely to
your own prison wardens to enslave you.
Breathe easy,
new Gorby in
tem is worthy
drous is this
#3

America, for this
the Bush trust sysof note. So wontrust that Bush is

shutting down one of America’s
TWO radar command centers (at
Mountain Home Air Force Base in
Idaho) that watch for Soviet
bombers flying toward America
and keeps tabs on other flying objects from enemy territories. The
base, dear ones, is being converted
to a “detention center” (well, Idaho
is a nice place to vacation). The
second base will be kept (in Bangor, Maine) but only open “part
time”.
The Over-The-HorizonBackscatter Radar System, costin
over $1 BILLION, can peer 2,OO%
miles off the US coast, covers a 6
million square mile area, and can
spot incoming missiles or warplanes. Remember--I told you that
the Soviets just took over America
with their little coup? Hold it in
your hearts!
* The militant gay group, the
“Human Rights Cam ai n Fund”,
distributed over $50 8%
,O 0 to prohomosexual political candidates in
‘89-‘90 to facilitate passage of prohomosexual legislation. HRCF has
a 1991 budget of $4.5 million.
Ah, but there is no money to extend unemployment benefits.
*

Please attend this one closely:

tive) has ersuaded Bush to back
off from tRe NW0 rhetoric and by
no means to spell out or define it
to the public.
* Who will run for President
against Bush? It doesn’t matter if
it is within the Democratic or
Republican parties. It’s all in the
family and the front runner is
coming on as Jay Rockefeller, heir
to the Rockefeller fortune and
nephew of Nelson and David.
Then of course, there is Governor
Mario Cuomo from New York in
hot pursuit.
* Margaret Thatcher just can’t
kee her fingers out of politics, can
she.‘7 She recently blasted the coming political merger in Western Europe, saying that “It would be the
greatest abdication of national and
political sovereignty in our history. ” Unfortunately, the British
people will not listen to Thatcher
until it is too late--until they have
yielded their freedoms to the socialist Euro ean su erstate--JUST

A FEW -DISOUIETING
IN ADDITION

the death rate from Alzheimer’s
disease increased ten-fold from
1979 to 1987. Perhaps all your
“Banning together” in an attempt to
smell like a bottle rather than a ~
human could contribute to alu(Ban, like
minum overdosing?
contains alumost deodorants,
minum.)
* The South African Medical
Journal (6/16/90) reported 7 % of
South African Black male and female blood donors in the last half
of ‘87 were HIV positive; by the
second half of ‘89 the number of
0.

HOW ABOUT SOME GEOPm
MIS’C’ELLANEGUS
* Thomas Jefferson, with all his
faults, said another great quote:
” Anyone want to make a
bet? Here is a real understatement
but too limit,{$
b;i;p
ro ;ia;
comment:
ze
LIBERTY OR PROPERTY IS
SAFE WHILE THE LEGISLATURE IS IN SESSION”

1866 and
* 42% of blood donors in Zimbabwe have been found to be HIV
positive. An industrial work force
of 450 in Zimbabwe tested 2%
HIV positive in 1988; the same
work force tested 57% positive in
1989
-*
* By the end of 1991, it is now
ublicly recognized that AIDS will
t e the leading cause of death for
U.S. men 25-44 years of age.

d
*

“New World Order” means
global government under the UN
with America and Russia in
partnership.
It means slavery for
freedom loving people all over the
However, George Bush
world.
used the term “New World Order”
almost 50 times in public since last
ou will note it is
summer--but
pretty often a4;sent in reference at
all these days from “the Lips”.
Brent Scowcroft, the nice Mormon
traitor, National Securit Advisor
(a Kissinger/Trilateral/C 6 R opera-

* So, Israel sells eyes from slain
Red
enemies, why not China?
China is now selling kidneys,
hearts, and other organs of executed prisoners at high prices for
organ transplants according to officials at the Chinese University in
Hong Kong. Of course, they also
have about the hi hest rate of executions in the worf d.
* A little thing like exposure to
too much aluminum and some
other metals is the leading cause of
Alzheimer’s disease.
Some of
these symptoms coming with the
disease could be nicely reversed
with proper supplementation--but
.
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FOUNDING

FATHERS

Patrick Henry: “77ze
a gun.

James Madison:
and

Ah humm!
Samuel Adams:
.

Alexander Hamilton: “The

James Madison:
and
and
and

#3

handgun
and

ITY TO RESTRICT OR INFRINGE IN ANY WAY ON THE
RIGHT OF THE PEOPLE TO BE
ARMED!

weapons in eastern Germany along
with almost 400,000 Soviet troops.
Ho Humm.

Now, Dharma, we will outlay
about three pages of pointed items
which you all had better attend:

* Up to 20 million Chinese slave
labor prisoners are producing most
of the products being exported to
America from the PRC. Who is
next?

and

* Islamic fundamentalism is now
emerging as the principle political
force in Pakistan. Shariat (Holy
Law) is about to become the
supreme law of the land. Pakistan
will therefore have a radical Islamic government run by clerics
and mullahs identical to that of
Iran.

.

George Mason:
a

Elbridge Gerry:

Thomas Jefferson:

and
and
and

Abraham Lincoln:

* Fidel Castro is under a crash
program to activate four Soviet
VVER-440 nuclear reactors by
1992 (utilizing technology based
upon a 1960’s pre-Chernobyl design). The USSR found these reactors to be so accident prone that
they shut down theirs in the early
‘80’s citing inadequate safety features.
Eastern Europe is m the
process of shutting down all of its
VVER-440’s.
Good luck Palm
Beach and all ,places southeast of
the Mason/Dixon line!

*

The Kremlin has

sent an
Victor Kom-

lektov,
R
* The Soviets have just installed
18 new rail-mobile nuclear missile
launchers for the SS-24 missile,
strong evidence that the Kremlin 1s
forging ahead with a strategic
weapons buildup despite its worsening economic condition.
The
CIA has determined that US intelligence would be
80,000

upon

Now, dear ones, Castro will do
anything to become a nuclear
power and obtain the ability to
produce nuclear weapons.
The
entire US Eastern seaboard is
threatened by Castro’s Soviet-made
reactors which are based on a substandard design universally rejected in the West.

and

Thomas

Jefferson:

“THE

SO, CONSTITUTIONALLY THE
PEOPLE HAVE THE RIGHT TO
OWN AND BEAR ARMS AS AN
INDIVIDUAL
RIGHT.
THE
MILITIA CONSISTS OF ALL
THE PEOPLE, AT ALL TIMES.
EVERY CITIZEN HAS THE ABSOLUTE, GOD-GIVEN RIGHT
TO BE ARMED AND TO DEFEND HIS PERSON, FAMILY,
PROPERTY AND COUNTRY.
NO GOVERNMENT OR LEGISLATURE HAS THE AUTHOR-

* At least 15 Third World countries (including Cuba, Libya, and
perhaps Iraq) will have nuclear
war-headed ballistic missiles by
2001--[H: This is a bunch of you
know what! They already have
them!] This is not to mention over
20,000 Soviet warheads presently
aimed at America (this is according
to your own CIA). And et the
US? in s ite of Patriot and other
anti-missi Pe technology,
cannot
stop one incoming missile. Isn’t it
about time to deploy some intelligent counter-measures?
Or, is it
too late?
* Soviet Foreign Minister Bessmertn kh has acknowledged that
the iioviets still have nuclear
.
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* In the six years (‘85’90) since
glasnost began, the US Defense Intelligence Agency re orts that the
Sovlets have outpro f uced the US
in strategic weapons as follows:
450 bombers-USSR
vs.
104
bombers-US; 7 15 ICBMs-USSR
vs. 68 ICBMs-US; 54 submarinesUSSR vs. 24 submarines-US.
In
‘89 and ‘90, the Soviets outbuilt
the US in bombers 140 to 1. Now
you are in the process of laying off
your aerospace work force!
* The Soviets have ‘ust moved
over 70,000, pieces 0? equipment
(i.e., trucks, tanks, planes, armored vehicles, gun ships, and artillery pieces) east of the Urals to
prevent their being covered by the
US/Soviet Conventional Forces in
Europe Treaty.
Gorbachev and
Corn an lied and cheated regarding t l-3
e FE treaty (as they always

#3

do) before the ink was even dry on
the document--worse
yet, your
American treaty makers aided and
abetted the move.
* Hardline KGB Chief Vladimir
Kryuchkov recently warned the Soviet parliament that the West is
working
out
plans
for
the
“pacification and even occupation”
of the Soviet Union.
He said:
“Our fatherland is on the brink of
catastrophe. ” and blamed it on
“conspiracy on the part of the
West’ .
a
a

What woul i be gained?
The
world! Remember, the Elite have
secure, safe shelter systems--the
world is what would be gained.
* There has just been an approved 20% increase in the KGB
budget and a 37% increase in the
Soviet militar budget for the next
12 months. 1y

* Gorbachev and his new hardline ambassador
to the US
(Komplektov) have both stated emphatically that the Soviets
cut their $5 BILLION in annual aid
to Cuba. And still, you send aid to
Russia while cutting your own welfare program, ending Social Security, taking everything from your
citizens as to assets and property
and giving your industry away to
your enemy. Yes, here is a good
place to say it: “JESUS WEPT!”
* ON JUNE 1, U.S. FORCES
IN SOUTHERN GERMANY DESTROYED THE LAST PERSHING II INTERMEDIATE RANGE
MISSILES IN EUROPE (36 IN
ALL) AS PER THE INF TREATY

OF 1988. AMERICA PULLED
OUT AND DESTROYED 100%
OF ITS EUROPEAN-BASED INTERMEDIATE
RANGE
MISSILES; RUSSIA KEPT 93% OF
HER MISSILES TARGETED ON
WESTERN EUROPE AND HAS
DEPLOYED
MANY
SINCE
MORE SS-24 AND SS-24 ROAD
AND RAIL MOBILE MISSILES.
* The
formerly
conservative
Heritage Foundation has just endorsed Most Favored Nation trade
status for Red China. It is hard to
tell who your friends are, is it not?
* America spends 4% of its GNP
on its militar --the Soviets spend
almost 50% o P their entire GNP on
their military and risin . Lenin
said: ” i?ey
%
No, what ou see happening in the Soviet 9 nion is not what
is happening in the Soviet Union!
* Cuba, Panama and all the
original drug shufflers continue in
business and thriving. Castro runs
a huge cocaine factory in eastern
Cuba, built with the help of a
Colombian drug baron and guarded
by Raul Castro’s military counterintelligence--aided and abetted by
your U.S. administration.
* The Soviet KGB is building an
espionage network in Germany using agents from East Germany’s
former secret police (Stasi). These
work in con’unction with the Israeli Mossa d (the Israeli secret
intelligence terrorist trainers). The
head of Bonn’s counterintelligence
said that “these spying activities
are being continued most aggressively.”
KGB power in and outside of the
Soviet Union continues to grow.
There are more KGB in the CIA
than there are Americans and it is
liberally infiltrated by Mossad
agents. The KGB monitoring and
surveillance of the Soviet people
(via informers, electronic bugs,
telephone taps, etc.) has grown
dramatically since Gorbachev came
to power and since the coup has
only rearranged its public image to
go more underground and limit
public access to media. Greatly increased numbers of KGB agents
are being stationed abroad by
Kryuchkov.
6
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* On A ril 25., US sp satellites
discover $I Soviet SS-2 0 nuclear
missiles in Cuba in total violation
of the Kennedy-Khruschev agreement ending the Cuban missile crisis, and in violation of the INF
treaty which banned all SS-20 missiles.
General Daniel Graham,
former head of the DIA and director of High Frontier, recently
stated that the SS-20’s, with a
range of 3,ooO miles, can hit targets anywhere in the US.
* Even more ominous are US intelligence findings that Cuba (with
Soviet support) 1s developing a nuclear reactor ca able of producing
weapons grade %Iel in a new facility near the Cienfuegos (Soviet)
submarine base in southern Cuba.
This is where the Soviets have long
had a facility sus ected of handling
nuclear warhea crs to arm their
strategic nuclear submarines which
cruise off the US coastline and
completely cover both sides of
your nation.
Perha s this is not the time to
up a
and

To
continue--Perha s t?lis is not the
time to remin B you of all those
military
battalions
communist
south of your border in Mexico?
Free trade?
Oh, you have no
idea.. . !
* Good old friendly Iran just test
fired a North Korean version of the
Soviet Scud-C missile (a far more
accurate and deadly version than
that used by little Iraq in the recent
U.S. intelligence
Gulf Lie).
sources say Iran may have purchased as many as a 100 of the
North Korean missiles.
S ria is
buying 150 of the North k orean
Scud-C’s at a cost of $500 million,
with the money supplied by Saudi
Arabia. These Scud-C’s will be
targeted on Israel. Oh, and what
about Israel? Well, you do have to
have a reason to start and devastate
through nuclear war--the Armageddon, do you not?

#3

* There is a massive press drive
and media blitz to give more aid to
Russia. And, the Israelis demand
more from you--WHERE ARE
YOU-THE-PEOPLE?
* RED CHINA HAS 3 MILLION MEN UNDER ARMS AND
ABOUT 300 NUCLEAR WEAPIN ADDITION THERE
ONS.
ARE MORE THAN HALF A
BILLION
CHINESE
AVAILABLE AND ARMS READY-WHEN THE TIME IS APPROPRIATE TO MOVE.
* Well, wouldn’t you know it
would come out into reasonable
format: Bush has announced the
closing of America’s huge strategically located Philippine air base at
Clark Field--using volcanic dust
from a recent nearby volcanic explosion as the excuse. The Soviets
(oh no!) have long wanted America
out of the Philippines and Bush has
been looking for a way to accommodate them in this new joint
What with
take-the-world-plan.
that nice ability of the Soviets to
trigger earthquakes and volcanic
eruptions--what a handy demonstration.
The New People’s Army, Soviet
backed, are killing lots of government troops.
You can count on
your little fingers, (2) years at the
most, before the Soviets have total
control of both Clark Field and
Subic Bay. You even left all that
electronic gear and equipment in
the volcanic aftermath on site for
convenience.
Remember that the
Soviets use America’s former giant
naval base at Cam Rahn Ba in
Vietnam. And do you REA E LY
believe any of those nice sons and
husbands of yours who ave their
lives to incarceration in & iet Nam
will be returned?
* The Soviets retain 50,000
troops in Poland and are pressuring
the Polish government of Lech
Walesa to sign a new “friendship”
treaty allowing the USSR to intervene in and guarantee Poland’s
borders. Similar Soviet treaties are
being pressured on Czechoslovakia
pH&y&
ThpeoPa’,SPos,e;~ea;~
Moscow the ownership of every
structure, airfield, communications
link, arms factory, barracks and
other property built by the USSR

in Poland over the past half century. Sixty percent of the Polish
Parliament is still made up of
Communists as per an agreement
Walesa cut with the Communists in
1989. Remember what the Soviet
Communists said (Lenin): “If it becomes necessary we will simply
change the name of the Party to
I remind
appease the people.”
you: the SOVIETS HAVE NEVER
“COMMUNISM”,
PRACTICED
THEY
ONLY
CALLED
IT
THAT.
How is this for a friendly number?
KGB Chief Kryuchkov (completely
in cahoots with Komplektov, the
USSR new ambassador--no difference in fact) acknowledges that
Lenin/Stalin purges from 1920 after the American financed Revolution, claimed 4.2 million lives--not
so--it is easily 10 times that number! !!
* US, British and French intelligence agencies have traced the
1988 Pan Am 103 bombing as well
as the destruction of a French UTA
DC-10 flight #772 to Khadafi and
his terrorists. Intelligence insiders
say that high ranking Libyan officials, includin the Vice Minister
of Foreign Aff airs and the chief of
Libyan intelligence signed the “hit”
order at a meeting in September,
1988.
* The American Express office
in Zimbabwe recently interce ted a
$1 million transfer from Kha Bafi to
South Africa’s communist ANC.
* Saudi Arabia has granted the
notorious terrorist head Abu Nidal
the right to set up offices for his
Fatah Revolutionary Council in
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. A number
of radical Palestinian terrorist
groups are also about to set up offices in Saudi Arabia--what ou see
with your “allies” is not wKat you
gets, either.
* The PLO recently spawned another radical terrorist roup called
Palestine Islamic Jiha f which just
attempted the bombing of a British
consulate in Greece. PIJ plans to
link its terrorist efforts with the Islamic fundamentalist
movement
which is spreading like a wild fire
throughout the region.
*

Lots of kidneys and hearts for
.
.
..
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sale: Nineteen people were executed on one day alone in Canton,
China for “crimes against the
State”--joining the tens of thousands who have been executed by
George Bush’s friends with a bullet
to the back of the head since
Tiananmen Square. This is now
the chosen form of execution for it
damages no organs and they can be
removed before stagnation of the
blood and damage can be sustained.
* In A ril, the Treasur Dept.
named 5f businesses and 5 7 individuals as fronts and agents of the
Iraqi government.
All of them
were either set up b Iraq or traded
with Iraq before x e war.
Unnamed, however, were Ronald
Reagan, George Bush, the U.S.
Congress, or the Export-Import
Bank. The State Department was
not mentioned either for some
strange reason.
And yet these
were most responsible for building
up Iraq with technology, encouraging Iraq’s aggression against
Iran, and setting the stage for
Iraq’s naive and misguided(?) invasion of Kuwait. So be it.
* On Monday, August 26, 1991,
the
ran a major
“Commentary”
by Henry
A.
Kissinger called
If this has
a
not made it to your attention, we
can make it avadable but I do not
believe Dharma’s digestive tract
could handle it this day.
* By the wa , you Robirt Gates
for director or the CIA wishers-probably won’t see it happep. This
longtime spymaster is now linked
personally to the explosive BCCI
bank scandal.
In one instance,
Gates obstructed an investigation
into drug money laundering at
Bank of Credit and Commerce to
the tune of $22 BILLION, in one
worldwide financial conglomerate
transaction.
* The Israeli arm is lined up on
the border of Jor d an waiting for
orders to invade. Israel’s master
plan is to capture half of Jordan,
then to permanently throw out the
3.5 milllon Palestinians still in Israel, in direct violation of international law. The American media
has been prevented from reporting
the Israel1 troop deployment--sur#3

I

prise?
While the world is in upheaval
and the cats are occupied--the rats
do play!
** MACHIAVELLI wrote:
a

“If theheLo;tkd,“li hts in a man’s
fl is ste s firm*
Ec h he stumble he wil P not fall’
for tfle Lord upholds him with hii
hand.
“The salvation of the righteous
comes from the Lord; he 1s their
stronghold in time of trouble. The
Lord helps them and delivers them;
he delivers them from the wicked
and saves them, because they take
refuge in him. ”
You can make it to be any wa you
choose--GOD
WILL
d ORK
WITH YOU; HE WILL NOT DO
IT FOR YOU. SALU!
I am Hatonn and that which I witness upon your planet all but takes
the breath from a being--so far
have you slipped into the mire of
the evil trap.

Dear ones, though you walk
through the valley of the shadows,
you who sustain will be secure and
you must fear no evil for evil cannot stand in the light of Godly
men.
Listen to the Psalmist: “Do not fret
because of evil men or be envious
of those who do wrong; for like
the grass they will soon wither,
like green plants they will soon die
Trust in the Lord and do
i:iif dwell in the land and enjoy
safe pasture. Delight yourself in
the Lord and he will give ou the
desires of your heart.
6 ommit
your way to the Lord; trust in him
and he will do this: He will make
your ri hteousness shine like the
dawn, tl!e justice of your cause like
the noonday sun. Be still before
the Lord and wait patiently for
him; do not fret when men succeed
in their ways, when they carry out
their wicked schemes.
Refrain
from an er and turn from wrath;
do not Ifret--it leads only to evil.
For evil men will be cut off, but
those who hope in the Lord will
inherit the land.
“The days of the blameless are
known to the Lord, and their
inheritance will endure forever. In
times of disaster they will not
wither; in days of famine they will
enjoy plenty. But the wicked will
perish; the Lord’s enemies will be
like the beauty of the fields, they
will vanish--vanish like smoke.

Yes I know, you asked for an update of the economy and I take
hours to give you “Black Monday”. Dear ones, the information
coming from your Pleiades brothers through Germain gives ou the
answers and the “what to J 0”; we
can actually do
I, further, have told you the only thing I
see to attend your assets to any
measure at all and ones denounce
my workers as frauds and shysters-no, the ones you think to be
working in your behalf with investment “solutions” in foreign
currency, etc., are the deceivers
for the economy of the world is
due to collapse and there are no
simple and perfect solutions to
rotect that which you HAVE.
Kerhaps it is a time to consider that
which
ou might GIVE UNTO
GOD !5?
0 THAT ABUNDANCE
MIGHT BE REGIVEN UNTO
YOU.
YOU WILL NEED TO
READ THE CURRENT JOURNAL IN PREPARATION IN ORDER TO FULLY UNDERSTAND
THIS STATEMENT.
DO NOT
EXPECT THESE
TO
GIVE YOU THE STORY--THEY
ONLY GIVE YOU THE TIDBITS OF “WHAT’S UP. DOC?”
THE CHOICE IS YOURS!
I will give you that rundown after
a while for this scribe is weary
unto illness--I will write no m0re
on the subject this day for Germain
must have voice also., Tomorrow
is lost to a long meeting and early
.
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“court”--so nerves and beings are
frazzled and fatigued. If you will
study that which we have iven it
should occupy you until t.fe next
sequence. Thank you. Hatonn to
clear, please.
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